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Mvanmar and Y2K Problem

Introduction
First of all, I want to express my hart felt gratitude to IAEA, for inviting me as a

delegation from Myanmar to this seminar. In the Union of Myanmar, accompanying her
economic development since early 1990's, the establishment of information infrastructure has
evolved in order to modernize her economic system in line with market economy orientation.
Private business entities mostly, small and medium scale enterprises and banks inside the
Myanmar are using computers, but hard to say their usage in exact quantity and how deeply
their data were buried inside the computers. Although they are using the computers, most of
the Myanmar people reluctant to use the computers and most of the office works and
financial transactions were kept in hard copies. But the number of computer literate people
and number of installed computers arc increasing steadily every year, most responsible
persons on the education and science & technology are now worrying to alarm the people
who are using the computers for Y2K problem.

Awareness

As mentioned above, most of the computer users inside Myanmar, kept their works in
hard copies. But lix-Rector, Dr. Tin Mg, of University of Computer Studies in Yangon,
express the possibility of Y2K problem and things to worried about the problem in 1995, by
writing a short paper in Myanmar Computer magazine. Most of the people didn't understand
or worry about this problem at that time. But nowadays most of the persons, governmental
organizations and private organizations arc worrying for Y2K problem because the deadline
to the Y2K is getting near. That's why. Government of the Union of Myanmar set up a
national committee for steering to overcome the Y2K problem smoothly. The responsibility
of that national committee is :

- to survey the governmental and private organizations which are using the
computers or computer control machines,
to identify that whether they arc compliant to year 2000 or not,
to give knowledge to people of Myanmar through public media.

These are the duties for the national committee, that concerning to the awareness but
some other duties concerning to Ihc questionnaire , identification and compliance
certification are to be carried out also.
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How Y2K proMem is deeply concerning lo Myanmar Information processing
era.

This is a hard question lo answer, but for the responsible person for a Myaninar, we
must state that "the level of computer utilization and number of computer aided
manufacturing machines" are low. Although the level of computerization is low, there are
some critical machines concerning to Y2K problem inside Myanmar. Inside Maynmar, there
is no hardware manufacturers and only few soflware manufacturers, but quite large amount
of computer dealers representing the foreign companies. The computer dealers in Myanmar
sonic-limes do the system compromising for the customer. In that time they arc responsible
for the customize software. Because of the low amount of such customize software packages
and their small size, I hope that they can overcome the problem. Also, modernize factories,
which are using the computer aided manufacturing facilities were about to worry for their
equipment. Some of them were jointly running by foreign companies and technical
responsibilities were for the foreign counterparts. So, most of the problems seem to be
concerning to the other people rather than Myanmar citizens. And I heard that the global
organizations and developed countries are worrying that the third world countries are not
worrying about Y2K. problem, and doing nothing. Tor my country, we don't think, that's only
the other people's concern. We think that's our concern and we are doing as much as we
could

How the Myanmar People are Frying To Solve

As 1 mentioned above, our retired Rector Dr. Tin Maung is trying to warn the
Myanmar people and advising the feasible way to solve it by means of low cost. Here I
attached his paper and the people who agree with can be discus with him through my address
or directly to him. Another thing is National Committee has been formed by ministerial
level. The commitlee is trying to educate and warn the people by public media to protect, or
to solve Y2K problem as early as they could. If they don't know how to solve it, the
committee is trying to help them. In the very near future we hope to work together with our
friendly nations to solve Y2K problems.

In conclusion, I want the proper ways, the standardization of the solving of Y2K
problem, because in my country, there is a little confusing about compliance certification. Is
there any ISO or IEEI' standardization exits, I want to have a copy of one. Thanks to all.



A Mathematical Silver Bullet for the Millenium Bug

By Dr. Tin Mining
Rector (retired)
University of Compiler Studies, Yangon

It has been said that the computer programmers used the last two digits of
years "to save space" but the truth is they merely followed the human custom for
writing dates, whether in the form DD-MM-YY or MM-DD-YY in which (at most)
two digits used for day, month and year. Therefore, problems will arise, in the year
2000, for human date writers also. We will have to give up the last two digits rule and
either write the year in full (four digits) or something else by those who want
something shorter.

Instead of viewing the numbers we use to represent years (in computer
programs or on paper etc.), as 'the last two digits of years we can regard them as the
excess over 1000'. This amounts to the same thing as 'the last two digits of years' for
the period (1000-1999), but extends naturally beyond this period, and we get the
numbers 100, 101, 102 etc. for the years 2000, 2001, 2001 etc. respectively. By this
method we need to use only 3 digits to represent years for each of the 900 years
following the year 1090. i.e. until the year 2800 or nearly through to the end of the
third millennium.

This is merely a technique commonly used by mathematicians to extend a
function defined on a region, say (1000-1999) to get a function defined on a larger
region say (1900- 2899). The functions YY = Year (mod 100) and YYY = YEAR-
1900 coincide for the shorter period. This will eliminate the need to spend billions of
dollars for reprogramming: the only change required is in the date format: to inform
the computer (hat the number representing a year can take up to 3 digits and that we
have suppressed the leading zero for the years (1900-1999).


